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Mission Statement  
 
Community Reinvestment Equity Funder and GHS Govans Construction Technology  
 
Provide unparalleled accessibility to investors within a secured environment while streamlining 
tedious investor relations administration. 
 
Interactive investor dashboards, document management system, smart messaging derived from 
powerful analytics, and easy access from anywhere, anytime, any device. 
 
 
 

http://www.communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us/
http://www.ghsgovansconstruction.con/


 

 
 
About Community Reinvestment Equity Funder and GHS Govans Construction Technology 
 
CRE Equity Funder and GHS Govans Construction Technology  program works directly with 
Investors and business lenders to obtain the best financing for each CRE in distressed 
Communities and the  United States focused on investing in the communities in our community 
that are the most overburdened by environmental, socioeconomic and health inequities. 
 
 
Features 
 
Our software includes tools and processes for each stakeholder group to market and distribute 
investment offerings, facilitate incoming payments and outgoing payments, manage tax and 
performance reports, collect investor signatures, adhere to regulatory compliance, document 
audit trails, among other  powerful functionality. 
 
Investors - CRE Equity Funders investor modules will introduce our real estate funding portal 
investment properties in the Fresno Market investor network to a first class investment 
experience including centralized activity dashboards, real-time account updates, 24/7 access, tax 
and document management, investor notifications, and a seamless process to browse and 
transact investments. 
 
 
 
 
Revenue Growth 
 
CRE Equity Funder removes the logistical and distribution limitations of decentralized offline 
processes and creates new marketing opportunities for exposure to new investors both 
domestically and internationally. Grow investor acquisitions, increase the number of 
transactions per investor, and manage a higher volume of investment offerings simultaneously. 
Our software provides a centralized channel to strengthen your brand and improve your bottom 
line. 
 
Cost Savings 
 
CRE Equity Funder eliminates business inefficiencies from marketing and advertising, 
administration, and investor relations that will save your organization up to 70% on operating 

http://www.communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us/
http://www.ghsgovansconstruction.con/


 

costs. Create a single view of your business to manage tasks and automate processes of a capital 
raise that are time consuming, expensive, tedious, and repetitive. 
 
 
Technology Ecosystem 
 
One of CRE Equity Funders strongest value propositions is the ability to participate in the 
product evolution as we incorporate feedback from a broad array of clients. Product upgrades, 
new platform functionality and system optimizations will be regularly available to your 
organization including new software modules and features, as well as ongoing performance 
optimization and maintenance. 
 
 
 
Improved Service 
 
CRE Equity Funder introduces your stakeholders to a first class experience in a secure, 
centralized, and beautifully designed environment that is accessible anytime, anywhere, and 
from any device. Our powerful analytics and highly interactive modules engage your audience 
and allow you to better understand their preferences and interests to provide a more 
personalized experience. 
 
Inherent compliance 
  
CRE Equity Funder crowdfunding frameworks automate compliance so you can focus on The 
City of Fresno Transformative Climate Community development efforts with confidence. 
Solicitation settings, investment limits, user onboarding, and vetting ensure securities 
regulations are managed accurately and are stored for audit trails and investor records. 

 
 
Overview 
 
Community Reinvestment Equity Funder - a premium and powerful brand, launching September 
2017, is a fully automated Commercial Real Estate Investment Platform and Marketplace for the 
Net Lease Industry - targeting High Net Worth (HNW) accredited investors in the United States 
using key marketing relationships with the largest CRE property portal and market leader.  
 
 

http://www.communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us/


 

The CRE Funder integration 
 
NACHA is the National Automated Clearing House Association. NACHA defines a standard for 
communicating ACH bank transfers that most US banks will accept. The CRE Funder 
integration with NACHA provides the benefit of making ACH transfers on the CRE Funder 
platform to any US Bank. 
 
Investor Views 
 
The NACHA module is first visible to the investors after they confirm their transaction. The 
investor will be invited to either create an account or select a previously created account to use 
for the transaction. investors will need an ACH-pull agreement in order to prearrange payment 
and deposit 
entries. Additional documentation is required for a PPD transaction. 
 
TCC Initiative 
 
 
Real Estate Construction program that provides efficient energy and water infrastructure 
systems incentive programs and subsidies for homeowners to invest in energy-efficiency 
 
Business Stabilization and Wealth Building Real Estate Investment Construction Fund Creates 
Jobs and Revitalize the Community improved access to training opportunities and career 
pathways for low-income residents. 
 
http://govansconstruction.wixsite.com/mysite/real-estate-investment-crowd-fund 
 

Neighborhood Stabilization and Wealth Building 

 
 
Renewable Solar Energy 

● GHS Govans Construction Technology  
● Through our purchasing power, we are able to offer you the highest quality and most 

competitive solar power systems available. 
● Designing the racking system using your site plan 
● Designing the electrical system 
● Quoting you exactly what you need for your project 

http://govansconstruction.wixsite.com/mysite/real-estate-investment-crowd-fund


 

● Providing electrical schematics and racking certifications for your permits 
● Assistance with inspectors and plan checkers by our NABCEP engineers 
● Marketing advice 
● Assistance with State Rebate Paperwork 

 
Allowing homeowners to reduce their electricity bill and save more money each month. 
 
Save our water http://govansconstruction.wixsite.com/mysite/toliet-rebate-program 
 
Drought Tolerant Tuff Replacement Rebate Program 
 
http://govansconstruction.wixsite.com/mysite/turf-rebate-program 
 

 

In the last few years we have seen significant development within the real estate investment 
Crowdfunding market and www.communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us are poised to take 
advantage of this heightened interest from investors, developers, owners and intermediaries. 
Over $700M has been raised by Real Estate Tech Startups since 2012 with the three dominant 
peer sites each boasting $100M+ post Series A valuations. 
 
  
NNN Real Estate 
 
 We specialize in Single Tenant NNN lease properties as our international investors’ are 
interested in passive income and recognizable, good credit tenant deals. Our investment platform 
can also be used to raise multiple types of funding (debt and equity) and our proprietary 
platform technology is fully transferable and applicable to a number of other real estate 
industries. 
 
Target Market 
 
Community Reinvestment Equity Funder operates as an aggregator for local and foreign 
investors, seeking stable US-based Real Estate investments - offering passive income, exposure 
to the US realty market and an inflation/currency hedge. We are currently working within our 
distribution networks to introduce NNN investments to a new pool of Accredited Investors, High 
Net Worth (HNW) Accredited Investors , both locally and internationally.  
 
 

http://govansconstruction.wixsite.com/mysite/toliet-rebate-program
http://govansconstruction.wixsite.com/mysite/turf-rebate-program
http://www.communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us/
http://www.communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us/


 

 
Strategic Partnerships and Alliances 
 
 Over the past twelve months, we have been busy developing a best of breed, highly competitive 
and niched commercial real estate investment platform while cultivating key relationships within 
the Commercial Real Estate industry and International Investment community.  
 
Finance Agents: http://apply4funding.com/14831  

 

Loopnet profile:  http://www.loopnet.com/profile/3194295460/Marshawn-Govan/ 
 
 
Community Reinvestment Equity Funder and GHS Govans Construction Technology is now 
seeking to partner with industry brokers, intermediaries and developers to bring single tenant 
NNN lease deals and developments directly to our investors. We are activating new stakeholders 
in the US and Southwest Fresno, Chinatown  NNN Lease markets and introducing deals to them. 
 
 
 
 

Why Real Estate  
In the past 15 years, real estate has outperformed the stock market. 

 
Higher Returns 

More Current Income  
Lower Volatility 
Diversification 

 
 

GROWTH 
Since 2000, prime commercial property values have increased by an average of 2.4% per year, 
and have outgained stocks. When this growth is combined with the current return from real 
estate, the average total return since 2000 is 8.8%. 
 
INCOME 
Real estate produces much higher current income than stocks, including REIT stocks. The 
average income yield for real estate has been 6.4% since 2000, compared to a 2.4% dividend 
yield for stocks. Even when real estate values don’t appreciate, you can still earn an attractive 
return and put cash in your pocket with real estate. 

http://apply4funding.com/14831
http://apply4funding.com/14831
http://www.loopnet.com/profile/3194295460/Marshawn-Govan/
http://www.communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us/
http://www.ghsgovansconstruction.con/


 

 
The source for the historical total returns for stocks and real estate are from S&P 500 and the 
National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF) NPI property index. An 
investment in any of the Funds involves inherent uncertainties and substantial risks, including 
the risk of losing your entire investment and any fees or costs paid in connection therewith. Each 
investor should carefully consider the section entitled “Risk Factors” set forth in the Fund’s 
Private Placement Memorandum (the “PPM”) and any supplements thereto before making an 
investment in the Fund. The risks and uncertainties discussed in the PPM are not the only ones 
the Fund faces, but do represent those risks and uncertainties that the Fund believes are most 
significant to its business, operating results, prospects and financial condition. Links to each 
Fund’s “Risk Factors” set forth in its PPM are available on each Fund’s individual offering 
page. Any financial projections or estimated returns shown on this website are predictions only, 
are hypothetical, based on assumptions that may be incorrect, and are not guarantees of future 
results. Estimated projections do not represent or guarantee the actual results of any 
transaction, and no representation is made that any transaction will, or is likely to, achieve 
results or profits similar to those shown. See the end of this home page for important additional 
disclosures. 
 

Real Estate Crowdfunding: Overview 

The Real Estate crowdfunding industry (alternatively referred to as Property Crowdfunding) is 
moving quickly as awareness increases around the globe and favorable legislation is proposed 
and pushed forward. We put together a high level overview of recent activity including our 
thoughts, insights, and opinions and we encourage groups to reach out that would like to learn 
how we can assist them with their own initiatives. 

Industry Direction – like any sector that heats up, there is an abundance of misinformation, 
hype, and a sense of urgency in many cases. While early movers like fundrise.com (raised a $31 
million Series A, lead by Renren, right around the time we spoke initially) and realtymogul.com 
(raised a $9 million Series A, lead by Canaan Partners at the end of March) are disrupting the 
market and creating awareness for an efficient online offering/transaction model. They are 
ultimately what we call intermediary platforms, bringing investors and third party issuers 
together and there are many shortcomings in terms of the quality of the deals they have access to 
(it depends how many firms are willing to post deals and give a commission to the platform and 
then how many of those deals are good quality). That being said, these companies are doing a 
great job to help pioneer an emerging industry and while their exposure may be more impressive 
to some than the actual dollars transacted, they are young companies and that will likely change. 



 

More established firms with existing investor networks and access to high quality investment 
offerings are entering the space or exploring how to enter. The common goal is to grow their 
institutional and accredited investor networks by leveraging the online model, and create 
efficiencies in their business via process automation (when possible). There won’t be one big 
winner in “Real Estate Crowdfunding”, the industry will remain fragmented but the ability for 
solicitation is game-changer for firms with strong track records. 

US Regulation – a lot of people refer to crowdfunding only in the context of non-accredited 
investors but in our opinion any syndication is technically crowdfunding. For the non-accredited 
investors to benefit from the new legislation, accredited investors need to adopt the model. Angel 
List (https://angel.co/) is a great example because many high profile and savvy tech investors 
actively use the platform. If they allow non-accredited investors in the future that would be great. 

Title II – Rule 506 (b) and Rule 506 (c) are the compliance of interest to US groups. Rule 506 (c) 
allows for solicitation so if your legal team is OK with it, its great. 

Title III – the compliance of interest to everyone with even a slight consideration to allow 
non-accredited investors. Many groups aren’t interested in $300 investments but many that don’t 
qualify for accredited status still have money i.e., $50,000 commitments. Depending on your deal 
sizes this may or may not be an interesting option. 

Financial Transactions – all companies are different, the offerings are structured different, and 
how they monetize their investment opportunities are different. There is a lot of confusion 
whether groups need to be a broker-dealer to operate a platform and take transaction fees. 
Approaching your platform concept with the assistance of a securities lawyer can help determine 
the best methods to handle the financial transactions from the platform. Many groups are doing 
debt deals and not equity participation. 

Depending on the structure of a deal and the company’s status with the SEC (for US based) 
there are different payment services available for very low transaction fees. Whether you require 
escrow or not presents other considerations. 

International – international awareness and demand is growing. Many groups are looking at 
international growth by accessing investors looking for US assets. Platforms like Eureeca.com in 
the Middle East are fairly well known and provide a good reference point to investors from those 
areas. Depending on your investor profiles (and compliance) the international aspect may or 
may not be of interest but it opens the possibilities. 

The industry is dynamic, exciting, and disrupting an industry with more efficient processes, 
powerful investor tools, and the ability to leverage online exposure. 

http://crowdfundattny.com/2014/08/19/what-can-i-show-on-my-site-to-whom-and-when/


 

As a software provider for real estate crowdfunding platforms, we are fully entrenched in this 
space and hopefully we can educate others and contribute to the growth and success of many 
companies. 

The well-kept secret of high returns in real estate investment 

Until not so long ago, commercial real estate investment in the U.S. belonged to the limited class 
of accredited investors. Institutions and wealthy families were the only groups authorized to 
preserve wealth or speculate with real estate. Now, with the explosion of online crowdfunding 
and the slow but relentless legal opening of the market to smaller investors by the SEC, every 
person can join the wealthy and participate in what’s expected to become one, if not the biggest, 
of financial investment opportunities. 
 
A real estate crowdfunding online platform matches investors with sponsors of real estate 
projects, whether single family homes, apartments, retail, hotels, office buildings, or else. It 
operates under two different models: the debt crowdfunding, which lends money to a company to 
buy the property and the equity crowdfunding, purchasing shares in the company that buys the 
property. 
 
Benefits may come then from returns based on a traditional model of debt and interest, or from 
equity. 
 
Through a crowdfunding platform, an investor can lend money to a sponsor and recover, after a 
specified term, capital plus interests, mimicking at a smaller scale the very well-known banking 
procedure to financing real estate projects. While this represents an interesting investment, as 
lending usually is, greater returns can be achieved through equity crowdfunding, which makes 
investors owners or shareholders of the property. 
 
There are other differences by which investors may prefer one model to the other. Lenders 
typically operate on a shorter schedule of six to 18 months; equity owners instead can hold their 
asset as much time as they need to take advantage of the peaks in the market to make profits. 
A debt investor will receive a fixed income and have their loan secured against the property. An 
equity investor, while not secured, will instead receive a share of the profit. The debt return is 
fixed; the equity return has no limit, it depends on the market and can yield high returns. 
When an investor comes to realize that online crowdfunding equity is a global business covering 
real estate markets in every country, the potential opportunities for high returns becomes 
exponential: while some markets are slow others soar. Equity investors can then play globally 
against the market or ride trends since there’s always at least one market if not more to serve 
each purpose. 



 

 
The debt investor misses this opportunity since he only holds debt; the equity investor, instead, 
has no debt and holds pure equity to be sold in the market at the most convenient moment. 
Like any financial investment, equity crowdfunding poses risks. 
 
These, mostly coming from delayed or unfinished projects that were not well-funded in the 
beginning or incurred rising material/labor costs. As the risk profile increases through equity, its 
important that investors are able to screen real estate operators and commit capital to those 
experienced with a longtime presence in the market, and proven track record of consistent 
investment returns. 
  
 
GHS Govans Construction is offering securities through an Offering Statement that has been 
qualified by the Securities and Exchange Commission under Title II  506 C and Title  IV  506 C 
of Regulation D. A copy of the Final Offering Circular that forms a part of the Offering 
Statement as well as any supplements may be obtained by visiting www.mkgtax.com/investors 
and through this offering's "Fundraising" page. This offering page and accompanying offering 
materials may contain forward-looking statements and information relating to the company, its 
business plan and strategy, and its industry. These statements reflect management's current 
views with respect to future events based on information currently available and are subject to 
risk factors that could cause actual results to differ materially. Investors are cautioned to not 
rely on these forward-looking statements as they do not represent guarantees of future results or 
performance, which cannot be made. No person or entity assumes responsibility for the accuracy 
and completeness of forward-looking statements, and is under no duty to update any such 
statements to conform them to actual results. 
 
Compliance / Risks/ Bad Actors 

Fraud and the Crowdfunding Model. A Cautionary Tale. 

 
We have all heard the term caveat emptor, Latin for let the buyer beware. All securities offerings 
come with lengthy legal jargon essentially informing the investor that past returns are no 
guarantee of future earnings. These rules, however, do not protect the investor from potential 
fraud.  The first prosecution of a fraud case involving crowdfunding was filed by the SEC in the 
US District Court of Nevada. The company in question had used several crowdfunding platforms 
to raise money under the Title II rules of the JOBS Act. The complaint alleges that only a small 
percentage of the money raised went into the stated investment and was instead funnelled into 



 

‘expenses’. So what is a potential investor to do?  The answer is due diligence and investing in 
platforms backed by real property. 
 
The crowdfunding model is a great way to spread the risk of securities and real estate deals 
between many investors. Allowing investors to diversify, placing their eggs over many baskets, 
since crowdfunding platforms generally support smaller minimum investments than was possible 
in the past.  However, if you invest in platforms that specialize in real estate, you have the added 
security of real assets backing your investment. I am not saying that investments in startups is a 
bad thing, but the risks are higher. The old risk/return tradeoff still applies. It is great to place a 
little money into a ‘high’ flyer. You never know when you will fund the next Uber, but for long 
term growth and income potential, a well diversified portfolio of real estate crowdfunding 
investments is the way to go. You can spread your risk over both region and asset class. For 
instance you can invest in commercial and residential real estate in different parts of the country 
or different countries all together. Since minimum investments are typically $2500 or less, even 
$10,000 can provide you with a variety of real estate investments to which smaller investors had 
no prior access. 
 
Regulators and platforms alike are doing their best to prevent fraud in the crowdfunding space 
but personal vigilance as always is the key.  Invest in areas that you understand and interest you. 
Things that make sense. Do your research and ask the hard questions. If you don’t like the 
answers than look elsewhere. 
 
Important Disclosure: CRE Equity Funder is a website operated by GHS Govans Construction 
Technology and by accessing the website and any pages thereof, you agree to be bound by its Terms of 
Service and Privacy Policy. Our Real Estate Investment Fund is intended for accredited investors only 
who are members of communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us and familiar with and willing to accept the 
risks associated with private investments. Securities sold through private placements are not publicly 
traded and are intended for investors who do not have a need for liquidity in their investment.  CRE 
Equity Funder does not make investment recommendations, and no communication through this website 
or in any other medium should be construed as such. Investment opportunities posted on this website are 
"private placements" of securities that are not publicly traded, are subject to holding period 
requirements, and are intended for investors who do not need a liquid investment. Private placement 
investments are NOT bank deposits (and thus NOT insured by the FDIC or by any other federal 
governmental agency), are NOT guaranteed by CRE Equity Funder  or our funding portal, and MAY 
lose value. Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any federal or state securities 
commission or regulatory authority has recommended or approved any investment or the accuracy or 
completeness of any of the information or materials provided by or through the website. Investors must be 
able to afford the loss of their entire investment. Testimonial statements made may not be representative 
of the experience of all clients. 
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CRE Equity Funder                                                         GHS Govans Construction Technology  
3003 N Blackstone Ave Suite 209                                       CSLB No.933243 
Fresno, CA 93703                                                             P.O Box 19104 
Toll Free (866) 675-3933                                                    Fresno, CA 93790 
Direct (559) 412-7248 Cell (559) 309-3260                           Direct (559) 825-1740  Cell (559) 458-9232 
eFax 1-609-277-8181                                                         Website: www.ghsgovansconstruction.com 
 
Funding Portals  
CRE Equity Funders  
communityreinvestmentequityfunder.us 
 
Finance Agents 
http://apply4funding.com/14831  
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